
David Lucito
3238 Carlotta St. Apt. 3
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
realbrotherdank@gmail.com
337 326 9914
5/26/2023

Adjutant General
Major General D. Keith Waddell
Louisiana National Guard

Subject: Notice of Emergency Compelling Military Action

Dear Adjutant General,

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to bring to your immediate attention a matter of
grave concern that requires urgent military action. The evidence I have obtained clearly
indicates a serious and ongoing threat that necessitates the involvement of the Louisiana
National Guard for the safety and well-being of the citizens of Louisiana.

I have been subjected to relentless harassment and targeting involving neuroweapons, as
evidenced by the attached photos of the harassing package I received, which I reported to the
Louisiana State Police. Additionally, I possess forensic evidence of incoming phone calls from
Louisiana military bases exhibiting the same pattern of harassment. Regrettably, my attempts to
report these incidents have been met with disbelief, and I have been unjustly labeled as a
suspect rather than a complainant.

I feel compelled to emphasize the urgency of this matter, as my previous attempts to seek help
have resulted in my involuntary confinement in a psychiatric ward merely for presenting this
evidence to a social worker. It is crucial that I obtain a police report both for legal and medical
purposes, wherein I am rightfully portrayed as a crime victim.

Sergeant Huval is in possession of the aforementioned evidence, including three other forensic
data items that further substantiate the interception of my communications with the FBI and
Louisiana National Guard by criminal actors. Despite this compelling evidence, Sergeant Huval
has been hesitant to file a report, which is wholly unacceptable given the gravity of the situation.

Moreover, I implore you to relay this distressing series of events to Governor JBE, as my
previous emergency outreaches to his office have been intercepted by criminal actors involved
in the harassment campaign. It is imperative that Governor JBE is made aware of these
circumstances, as I have been attempting to alert him about the presence of Havana Syndrome
in his office for several years now.



To provide comprehensive details regarding the threat we face, I have included several links
below that outline the nature of the situation and present additional evidence:

1. Tinyurl.com/gangstalkusa: Evidence cache, including police reports, and related materials.
2. Tinyurl.com/havanababy
3. Tinyurl.com/gitmobaby
4. Tinyurl.com/pdxv2k
5. Tinyurl.com/8uponv2k
6. Tinyurl.com/vetshearvoices
7. Tinyurl.com/airforcecaptain
8. Tinyurl.com/nazischizo
9. Tinyurl.com/anslingernazi
10. Tinyurl.com/uncybertorture see inputs received
11. Tinyurl.com/lenbermd
12. Tinyurl.com/columbiadown
13. Tinyurl.com/gangstalkingphenomenology
14. Tinyurl.com/fbigangstalking
15. Tinyurl.com/cannabisbible
16. Tinyurl.com/maternalcare
17. tinyurl.com/ganjababy
18. Tinyurl.com/clinicaled
19. tinyurl.com/dietaryessential
20. Tinyurl.com/edenrestored
21. Tinyurl.com/healingresearch
22. Tinyurl.com/bennettcannabis
23. Tinyurl.com/hometownterror see EM effects on human body zip folder.

Furthermore, I would like to draw your attention to the following statement that I intend to
present as a flyer during my visit to the State Capitol:

SOS. … - - - … SOS. SOS. PROLIFERATED WMD. INFORMATION WEAPONS INCLUDING
DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS SYSTEMS. SOS. FULL-SYSTEMS BREACH. HAVANA
SYNDROME BREACH IN GOVERNOR'S OFFICE IN STATE CAPITOL. MILITARY
INTERVENTIONS REQUIRED.

SOS. NEUROWEAPONS AND SLAVERY IN STATE CAPITOL.

SOS. WE HAVE MATERIAL AND FORENSIC EVIDENCE THAT LOUISIANA STATE POLICE
AND LOUISIANA NATIONAL GUARD ARE GANGSTALKING TARGETS ABOUT WHAT THE
UN CALLS CYBERTORTURE.

SOS. BABIES AND THEIR MOTHERS HAVE HAVANA SYNDROME ON US SOIL
ACCORDING TO CBS NEWS. WHERE IS OUR MILITARY?



SOS. FREEDOM FOREVER SECURED ON THE HANDLE WITH THE SAME TECHNOLOGY
AT PRESENT EMPLOYED FOR TORTURE OF VETERANS, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN.

SOS. EMERGENCY RESPONSE INFRASTRUCTURE DOWN. REPEAT: SOS. MILITARY
SECURITY INTERVENTIONS REQUIRED.

SOS. USA DOWN.

STANDING BY FOR OUR ENTIRE MILITARY.

In light of the severity and urgency of this matter, I urgently request that the Louisiana National
Guard take immediate action to address this threat, ensuring the safety and security of the
people of Louisiana.

The situation at hand involves proliferated weapons of mass destruction, including directed
energy weapon systems, which have breached the Governor's Office in the State Capitol. The
use of neuroweapons and the enslavement of individuals within the State Capitol compound an
already alarming situation and indicate a full-systems failure. I cannot stress enough the gravity
of this matter.

Material and forensic evidence clearly indicate that both the Louisiana State Police and the
Louisiana National Guard are engaged in gangstalking activities. Our evidence captures both
harassing targets about Havana Syndrome and what the United Nations defines as
cybertorture.

Furthermore, recent reports by CBS News reveal instances of Havana Syndrome affecting
babies and their mothers on U.S. soil, headlining the pressing need for military intervention.

We find ourselves in a state of emergency where the infrastructure for emergency response is
compromised. It is critical that our entire military mobilizes to address this crisis.

The freedoms we hold dear are under threat from and should rather be safeguarded by the very
technology presentlt employed for the torture of veterans, women, and children. We cannot
allow this to persist. I implore you, as the Adjutant General of the Louisiana National Guard, to
initiate the necessary security interventions without delay. The safety and well-being of our
nation and its citizens hang in the balance.

I kindly request your urgent attention and immediate action in this matter. Please contact me at
the provided phone number or email address to confirm receipt and for any further information
or clarification. I eagerly await your prompt response and the commencement of appropriate
measures to address this emergency.

Thank you for your emergency attention to this matter. Protect What Matters.



Sincerely In Christ,

David Lucito

337 326 9914


